FUNDING INFORMATION NOTE (NEW)

Field Definition
This field contains information about the contract, grant, and project numbers when the resource results from a funded project. Information concerning the sponsor or funding agency also may be included.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicator 1: blank (not defined)
Indicator 2: Structure indicator
   Specifies whether the field is structured
   
   # Unstructured note
   All information is recorded in a single occurrence of subfield $a.
   1 Structured note
   Information is recorded as necessary in subfields other than $a.

Subfields
$a Text of Unstructured Note
   Use only for the complete text of an unstructured note. Subfield $a should be present if Indicator 2 is blank (#). Not repeatable.
$ b Funding Organization
   Information concerning the sponsors or funding agencies. Repeatable.
$c Program
   The name refers to a specific program. Repeatable.
$d Project Number
   A unique identifier in the scope of funding organization (e.g., a grant agreement number). Not repeatable.
$e Jurisdiction
   The name of government or other formally constituted legal body (e.g., EU for European Union). Repeatable.
$f Project Name
   The full form of the project name. Not repeatable.
$g Project Acronym
   The project acronym. Not repeatable.

Related Fields
None.

Examples
EX 1: 200 1#$aSvētīšineŠēskōla gestovnog govoraŠēZaječar od 1. 8. – 30. 10. 2004.$f[organizator]
   Međuopštinska organizacija gluvih i nagluvih Zaječara
338 #SaProjekat finasiran iz programa Self Help and Advocacy for Rights and Equal opportunities South East Europe (Share-SEE)

Unstructured note about the grant for the project *The Silence World.*

EX 2: 200 1#$aNew library services at western Balkan universities$efinal report
338 #1$bEC$cTempus$d2009-4930

The structured note refers the funding organization, the program and the grant agreement number.

EX 3: 200 1#$aHuman-machine interfacing by decoding surface electromyogram$fdDario Farina, Aleš Holobar
338 #1$bEC$cFP7$d267888$eEU$fDecoding the Neural Code of Human Movements for a New Generation of Man-machine Interfaces$gDEMOVE

Structured note with the name and acronym of the project.